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13 trucks tested
11 failed, that's 85%!
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Project empowers

traffic officials
Out of a total of 13 trucks randomly selected from the
road for testing in the recent FleetWatch Brake & Tyre
Watch training programme for traffic officials held in the
Western Cape, only two trucks passed. No, that’s not
a typing mistake - 11 out of 13 trucks tested failed the
roadworthy test. Shocking writes Patrick O’Leary!

W

hen FleetWatch and its Brake & Tyre Watch partners arrived in Cape
Town to train some 60 or so traffic officials on how to spot signs of
unroadworthiness on trucks, we were hoping the results would be
better than the last time we visited the Gene Louw Traffic College
in Brackenfell back in in 2009 when we recorded a 100% failure rate.
This time it was better - but not by much as we recorded an 85% failure rate.
The good news is that the cops who attended the training went away highly
motivated and determined to put their newly acquired knowledge to work in their
daily tasks out on the road.While the different facets of the event are featured in
the next few pages, I would like to dedicate this page to acknowledge and say a
huge thanks to our partners without whom, none of this would be possible.
FleetWatch salutes Wabco, Bridgestone, BPW Axles, HCV, Standard Bank,
SANRAL, MiX Telematics, the South African Road Federation, Loadtech (who
joined us for the first time), the Imperial Road Safety Programme and Imperial
Truck Rental. A big thanks must also go to retried trailer expert Wolfgang Lehmann
and FleetWatch technical correspondent Dave Scott for giving of their time and
expertise.
Our manufacturer partner for this event was Mercedes-Benz who provided
us with a magnificent Actros 2646 truck tractor through its Mercedes-Benz
Commercial Vehicles Cape Town dealership which was linked to an equally
magnificent ‘tautliner’ brought all the way from Worcester by our trailer partner for
this event, GRW. FleetWatch salutes each and every one of you. 
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60 Traffic officials
were empowered
with information
on recognising
faults on trucks.
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Paul Nghala of MiX Telematics (right) Bridgestone’s Stephen Norris (right)
with a thrilled delegate who won the
presents a prize to a member of the Heavy
magnificent Russel Hobbs kettle and
Haulage squad in the Western Cape.
toaster set donated by MiX.

Rewards
add fun to
the day

THE FIRST day’s theory training is
a long haul for some of the traffic
officials who are taken through a
number of presentations by our
expert partner trainers. A mix
of learning and fun is combined
with maximum interaction and
participation as well as the
handing out of prizes after each
presentation to the officer who
answers a question correctly. This
adds a competitive element to the
proceedings while also soliciting a lot
of laughs – especially when a hand
shoots up to be first in and is then
slowly lowered when an anticipated
question has a difficult punch-line.
Camaraderie reigns supreme by the
end of the day. 

Randall Cable of Sanral gave a great
presentation using videos of on-the-road
incidents to emphasise the points he was
making.
HCV’s Chris Barry challenged this
delegate to get onto a moving bus –
don't ask how but we assure you it’s
true. For his efforts he got a prize.

George Hartman of BPW Axles usually

Dave Scott, who always gives of his

Johan van der Merwe of Wabco (left)

Making a difference
through sharing
knowledge and training

asks pretty difficult questions so this was a
worthy winner.
gave a great presentation on braking
systems and also a great prize to his
winning delegate.
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With Loadtech participating as a
partner for the first time, Glen Webster
(right) is seen handing out a prize to
another member of the Heavy Haulage
squad.

time to Brake & Tyre Watch, explains the
workings of 5th wheels on rigs.
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Display of

a tip-top
truck &
trailer
EVERY PRACTICAL day at our
Brake & Tyre Watch projects starts
off with our expert trainers leading
the teams of traffic officials around
a roadworthy truck tractor/trailer
combination so as to show them
the various components they learnt
about in the previous day’s theory
session. Our truck manufacturer
partner for the Western Cape
project was Mercedes-Benz who
provided this stunning Actros 2646
truck tractor via its Mercedes-Benz
Commercial Vehicles Cape Town
dealership. Joining us as our trailer
partner for this event was GRW who
provided the magnificent tautliner
seen on these pages. What a great
combination it was to show the cops
how rigs should operate on our
roads. Thanks guys.

Top to right : All trucks and trailer
combinations can stay in this pristine
condition if maintained correctly.

Megenthran Naidoo (right), who runs

driver training for Mercedes-Benz SA
Commercial Vehicles, explains to a visiting
journalist how the Brake & Tyre Watch
project works as well as the various
safety features fitted to modern trucks
like the Actros to improve road safety.
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Trucking doyen Dave Scott explains how a fifth wheel
its various components work.

Our Sergeant-Major, George Hartman of BPW Axles,
in full swing.

The team

at work
THE PASSION of the team leaders
from our partner companies never
ceases to amaze when watching them
pass on their years of experience
and knowledge to the traffic officials.
FleetWatch can honestly say that
this is a ‘world-class’ – if not ‘worldleading’ – team that we are all so
proud to be a part of. I luv’em all. Hey,
I’m getting emotional. I’m outta here.
Take a look at the pics.

In the pit: One of the traffic officials fills A traffic official explains: “Right Sir.
in the faults form provided.

This is why we’ve suspended your truck.”

John Gaven from the Heavy Haulage

Division in the Western Cape with a toolset he has personally bought to do his job.
These should be provided to every cop.

Bridgestone’s Stephen Norris teaching
one of the teams all about tyres.

Brake expert Johan van der Merwe

from Wabco gives instructions on how
braking systems work. Often, when
checking trucks out on the road, an
untrained cop will ask the driver to push
the brake pedal and if the brake lights
We were delighted to have a number of members of the Compliance
come on, it’s all OK. Not so. Brakes
Monitoring Unit from the Directorate Transport Administration and Licensing of the
work on air. All this, plus a lot more, is
Western Cape attend the training sessions. Good people these.
explained to the delegates.
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Some of the fault signs ...
Tyres
& Wheels

No wheel
nuts

A common occurrence

is missing wheel nuts. “But
there are others to hold it
on.” Not the right thinking.
It puts strain on the other
bolts and even leads to
their threads being stripped.
When the wheel comes off,
it’s a “rolling bomb”.

Tread
chipping

Kissing tyres

Tread condition is good but note
how the tyres are ‘kissing’ due to
overloading and under-inflation of the
tyres.

How can anyone
not see this? The tread
is badly chipped and
the beading exposed.
General rule is when you
can see beading, replace
the tyre.

Apart from having wheel

nuts missing, FleetWatch’s
Benjamin Sibanda was able to
loosen one of the wheel nuts
with his fingers. C’mon guys.
This is an easy one to get right.
Just as the cops are taught
about the various markings on
a tyre, so too should drivers be
taught. Let them understand
what they have in their control.

Good tread again but overloading
has forced the body down to scrape
against the tyre which results in
dangerous damage to the tyre.

Note the sidewall cut on the inside of
this tyre. Illegal and dangerous. Take it off
as it could result in a deadly blow-out.
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Below: The

park brake linkage
is worn beyond
use and there is
thus no park brake
function on this
wheel. This is due
to many years
neglect.

Top left to right: The picture on the left
here shows the overall view of the set-up on this
axle. Note top left the chipped chassis beam due
to it being hit from heavy overloading. Note too
the scuff marks on the tyre caused by one of the
spring pack bracket holding bolts. And then, of
course, we have the usual – incorrectly set slack
adjusters. Note the rust on the brake booster
push rod on the right as an indication that this
has not worked for ages. It’s all a “gemors”.

Top right: Note the gap

between the brake shoe lining and
the brake drum. No brakes at all.

Worn strapping. How often do

we hear on traffic reports: “A load
has fallen off a truck”? This is one
of the reasons why. Shoddy, worn
load strapping.

Top left: Another trailer is suspended and the license disc gets taken off. The disc on
the right above is another one taken off. This time, however, it was not only due to the
trailer being unroadworthy but the disc was also a fraudulent one. We’ve come across
quite a few fraudulent license discs of late. It’s become almost one per Brake & Tyre
Watch project nowadays. Not good.
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Thanks to all
The FleetWatch Brake & Tyre Watch project is a combined
effort of a number of partner companies. Our latest partner
is Loadtech which joined us for the first time on our
Western Cape project. Welcome and thanks for being with
us guys. We would also like to thank Imperial Truck Hire for
their valuable support in helping with our transport needs.
We have a saying: “If all this effort saves just one life, it will
have been worthwhile.” That’s how we roll.

Imperial Truck Hire... helping
to move B&TW
All training material has to be moved from Johannesburg
to every venue and for this event, the goods were
transported by two of our team members from
Johannesburg to Cape Town – and back - in a Hyundai
A1 provided by Imperial Truck Hire.
Thanks a mil for that.

Certificates to take home...

Every traffic official who attends receives a Certificate to
take home. It’s wonderful to see the levels of confidence rise
over the two days.

Officially opening the two-day
event was Dieter Smit, Acting Head of
the Gene Louw Traffic College.
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WOMEN'S DAY

A delighted Magdeline Rooms, Compliance Monitoring
Unit Inspector from the Directorate Transport
Administration and Licencing of the Western Cape gets a
prize from veteran trainer Wolfgang Lehmann.

AUGUST 2016

The day started with all women being donated a pack

of Bridgestone’s Pink Tyre Valve caps, a campaign started by
Bridgestone to raise funds to fight breast cancer.

Celebrating the

women of B&TW
In celebration of Woman’s Month, we pay tribute to the women of Brake & Tyre Watch who
contribute so dynamically to improving safety on our roads. At every event, we have a
number of woman traffic officials as participants and, of course, the lovely ladies from our
partner companies who go out of their way to make each event a success. Here are some
of them. We salute all of you.

Not afraid to get down

and dirty.... Linda Reimers of
the FleetWatch team.

Standard Bank's Kathy Bell, a

Another winning lady on training day

passionate B &T W team member,
congratulates a fellow traffic official.

with Randall Cable of SANRAL.

Hazel Louw, Portfolio Manager, HCV

Cape Town Branch, gets to grips with the
trucks coming in.

Delighted to be learning...
this official's smile says it all!
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Kendall Harrison of FleetWatch team
directs officials with efficiency.
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